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preamble

You might wonder why we speak now about
upgrading the LHC detectors, after just a few
years from the start of data taking with no clear
view yet of the new physics landscape!
answer:

because we have to make sure that we are able to
adapt to the challenges offered by the LHC accelerator in all
its phases and because our detector technology is aging if not
evolving properly
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LHC plans (LS1, LS2, LS3)

?, IR!
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Three steps
1
2
3

To nominal energy and nominal peak Luminosity
To ultimate peak Luminosity : 2 x nominal peak Luminosity
To HL-LHC mode : 5 x nominal peak Luminosity +
Luminosity leveling, to maximize the integrated Luminosity
All this with detectors which have been conceived in
the mid ‘90, assembled in the first half of the last
decade and which will be in operation for the next 20
years
… and detectors which have to operate in very
challenging radiation environments
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Cruising at almost nominal detector performance
~35% of nominal peak Luminosity

~60% of nominal detector occupancy
(because of 50 ns instead of 25 ns)

Detectors were initially
designed and optimized to run
at nominal peak Luminosity
and at an average number of
25 interactions per crossing
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Today’s stress tests !!

Example of Z à µµ decay with 20 reconstructed
vertices. Total scale along z is ~ ± 15 cm, pT
threshold for track reconstruction is 0.4 GeV
(ellipses have size of 20s for visibility)

Example of heavy ion run in 2010
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Caveat !

If the increased luminosity is to be fully exploited, the
performance of the detectors cannot be allowed to
degrade. Specifically:
• any changes to the trigger efficiency and trigger thresholds might lower the
trigger acceptance
• changes in the detector resolution and background rejection could result in
a reduced signal-to-background ratio for the processes of interest
• In the case of searches at the high-mass frontier the degradations shall not
be very large in the high luminosity environment
• In contrast, accurate measurements of systems in the few hundred GeV
range could be significantly affected by the large event pile-up
• reduced efficiencies or increased backgrounds could spoil the advantage
of the higher luminosity
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Strategy
• We want to maximize the acquired statistics (integrated
Luminosity)
• We need to adapt to the LHC accelerator performance in
an effective way
– Minimize dead time because of single points of failure
– Maximize our geometrical acceptance (which was compromised to
reduce costs during construction by introducing staging scenarios)
– Maximize backgrounds rejection and fake tracks rejection in the
tracking systems
– Evolve the trigger menus with Luminosity to keep a high content of
physics in the data (trigger thresholds, introduce track triggers, ….)
– Replace hardware which will age because of time and radiation
– Worry about maintainability versus technology aging
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Keep in mind

• That we are not rebuilding entire experiments, but
we are fixing / solving problems: consolidation and
upgrade
• We have to make sure we introduce in the system
less problems than the ones we solve
• Every development needs R&D, prototyping,
qualification and therefore time
• All these activities have to coexist with the present
detector and physics exploitation in terms of time
and resources
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In practice
• Each new component must be capable of being installed in one of
the two long shutdowns or in one of the annual technical stops of 3
to 4 months that will occur between the major shutdowns
• The experiments must be in a physics-ready state at the end of
each shutdown
• The risk of physical damage to the detector due to upgrade activity
must be minimized
• The risk for the program through excess startup time for physics or
compromised performance must be minimized
• Radiation exposure and accidental risks must be minimized
(ALARA)

All this is very demanding and requires a high
level of organization and preparation. Much more
than before !!
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At present, the physics potential of a dataset corresponding to
350 fb-1 and beyond can be roughly divided into the following
main topics:
- improvement of the accuracy in the determination of SM parameters, e.g. triple
(TGC) and quartic (QGC) gauge boson self couplings
- if the Higgs boson is discovered, improved accuracy in the determination of its
couplings
- improvement of the accuracy in the parameters determination of New Physics
discovered at the LHC (e.g. sparticle spectroscopy, tanβ measurements)
- extension of the discovery reach in the high-mass region (e.g. quark compositeness,
new heavy gauge bosons, multi-TeV squarks and gluinos, Extra-dimensions)
- extension of the sensitivity to rare processes (e.g. flavor changing neutral current top
decays, multi gauge boson production, rare decays of taus or hadrons containing
bottom quarks)
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ATLAS plans for LS1 and LS2
-

New Aluminum beam pipes to prevent
activation problem and reduce muon BG
New insertable pixel b-layer (IBL) + new
pixel services (nSQP) + new small Be pipe
New evaporative cooling plant for Pixel
and SCT + IBL CO2 cooling plant
Replace all calorimeter Low Voltage
Power Supplies
Finish the installation of the EE muon
chambers staged in 2003 + additional
chambers in the feet and elevators region
Upgrade the magnets cryogenics with a
new spare main compressor and decouple
toroid and solenoid cryogenics
Add specific neutron shielding where
necessary ( behind endcap toroid, USA15)
-

- Revisit the entire electricity supply
network
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-

New muon small wheels with more trigger
granularity and trigger track vector
information
Fast track trigger (FTK) using SCT and pixel
hits (just after LVL1)
Higher-granularity calorimeter LVL1 trigger
and associated front-end electronics
Topological trigger processors combining
LVL1 information from different regions of
interest
Readapt central LVL1 trigger electronics to
the new needs (central processors, ….)
New forward physics detection station at
220 m for new diffractive physics
Add specific neutron shielding where
necessary
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ATLAS plans for 4 layer pixel in SL1
IP
Staves

IBL key Specs / Params
Transition to
cables

Underside of stave: IBL modules
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•14 staves, <R> = 33.25 mm!
•CO2 cooling, T < -15ºC @ 0.2 W/cm2!
•X/X0 < 1.5 % (B-layer is 2.7 %)!
•50 µm x 250 µm pixels (planar or 3D)!
•1.8º overlap in ϕ, <2% gaps in Z !
•32/16 single/double FE-I4 modules per stave!
•Radiation tolerance 5x1015 neq/cm2!
•New Be beam pipe of smaller radius!

ATLAS is choosing new Si pixel technologies

CiS planar n-on-n sensors slim edge
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3-D sensors

ATLAS new trigger tracking based on associated memories (SL2)
1- 109 pre-stored tracks in associated memories: match real hit pattern to stored pattern

2- Fast track fitting (ns) using FPGA, equation linear in local hit
coordinates give offline resolution
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CMS plans for LS1 and LS2

Trigger

- Rebuilding the Regional Calorimeter Trigger
(RCT) Rebuilding the CSC Trigger Track-Finder
- Rebuilding the RPC track finder
- Modification of the DT track finder
- Replacement of the current system with a 4-layer - Eventual implementation of a new Timing and
barrel, 3-disk endcap system for four hit coverage
Trigger Control system based on modern techn.
- Ultra-lightweight support
Construction of the Pixel Luminosity Telescope
- Development of a new readout chip with reduced
RPCs: Endcap Resistive Plate Chambers
data loss at higher collision rates
- Addition of a fourth layer of RPCs to extend
- Development of high bandwidth readout
electronics and links as well as DC-DC converters coverage to h = 1.6
- R&D to develop detectors that can extend
Calorimeters inside the solenoid
coverage to the region 1.6 < |η| < 2.1 or higher
- Replacement of the HPDs in all three detectors

Common system consolidation
New small radius Be beam pipe
New Pixel system

DTs: barrel muon drift tubes
with Silicon Photomultipliers (SiPM)
- Generation of a supply of BTIM chips (DT front
- Implementation of depth segmentation
end trigger primitive chip
- Use of timing to clean up backgrounds
- Relocation of the Sector Collector boards from the
- New back-end electronics designed to provide
periphery of the detector
enhanced information to the upgraded Regional
Calorimeter Trigger (RCT)
CSC: cathode strip chambers
Forward Calorimeters
- Addition of a fourth layer of chambers (ME4/2) and
associated readout and triggering electronics
- Replacement of the photomultipliers of the
Forward Hadron Calorimeter with new PMTs
Upgrade of the layer 1 (ME1/1) electronics with a
- Replacement of the PMTs of the CASTOR detector new CSC “Digital” Front End Board (DCFEB)
- Improvements to CASTOR’s mechanical support - Deployment of new muon trigger primitive
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   system to prevent movements
electronics to deliver the additional track segments
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   system to prevent movements
electronics to deliver the additional track segments

CMS new Pixel detector

Port Cards and
POH!

3 Disks

Service Cylinder!
Space for End Electronics!
CO2 capillary cooling tubes!
and flex cables!

End Flange!

DC-DC
converters!
Pipes and Cables!
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CMS RPCs plans : 4 layers
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…. then the HL-LHC story

• By 2022 = 350 fb-1the detectors will have aged
because of radiation, in particular in the inner
trackers and in the in situ front-end electronics
• Most of the back-end electronics might be
obsolete in its technology and difficult to maintain
for another 10 years
• Each experiment will have several specific
problems to solve after ~20 years from
construction
• We will know better where new physics is
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HL- LHC  up to 2030-35

Known actions on the detector (ATLAS example):
– NEW ID (inner detector): design for mu=200 (# pileup) and a radiation
environment up to 1017 n/cm2 (forward region)
– Do we have a problem of radiation in the HEC LAr electronics? If yes,
decide if it is necessary to open and replace the HEC cold electronics
– Does the FCAL still work efficiently? If no, new cold or warm FCAL
– New front-end electronics in the Calorimeters (fully digital, higher
granularity in the trigger, continue upgrade started in Phase I, …)
– New space resolution in the muon barrel region (new chambers?)
– Review the TDAQ design and the new imposed conditions (new ROSs,
new trigger hardware, new track triggers LVL1, …)
– Redesign the forward shielding and probably the TAS (new aperture of
the last triplet !)
– New detectors as a function of the physics findings
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New ID layouts

ATLAS
possible new
ID layout
today under
investigation

CMS strategy
for a effective
track pT trigger
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New ID challenges
Silicon sensors have to maintain adequate performance after accumulated radiation levels 10 times
higher than the requirements of the present Tracker. Thus higher granularity and thinner sensors are
required everywhere, and radically different options may be useful for the innermost pixel layers.
More advanced ASIC technologies have to be used. The main challenges are to cope with the high
instantaneous rates in the inner pixel layers, to limit the power consumption with the higher granularity,
and to implement the new trigger functionality.
Novel powering schemes have to be employed to reduce the cross section of conductors
inside the tracking volume and take full advantage of the lower operating voltage of the front-end
ASICs, while remaining within the constraint of the existing supply cables.
More efficient cooling methods have to be used to reduce the mass of cooling pipes and heat
exchangers, as well as the mass flow of the coolant, and to cope with the constraints from the existing
pipes.
High-speed data links are required to handle the increased data volume generated by the increased
granularity and by the trigger output, and still maintain compatibility with the installed optical fibers.
Novel module concepts and electronics architectures need to be developed to implement on-detector
data reduction, which allows the trigger functionality to be implemented while maintaining the
bandwidth at an acceptable level.
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Summary

• All detectors (including LHCb and ALICE) have
detailed plans for the next 10 years profiting from
the SL1 and SL2 long machine shutdowns
• Pixel detector, trigger sharpness and efficiency at
the ultimate LHC performance are the key issues
• All experiments and in particular ATLAS and CMS
are submitting detailed proposals looking for a
formal approval
• The HL-LHC upgrade is for the detectors a major
challenge in term of technologies and schedule
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Thank you !
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Evolving with time !

Time and Luminosity bring in a new set of problems:
- Problems / failures of hardware systems (low voltage
distribution, optical signals transmission, HV trips, cooling
systems, …)
- With more statistics on possible problems, we start seeing
where we are most vulnerable (power glitches, cryogenics
failure sequence, Si cooling,…)
- We start seeing the first radiation problems and hot spots in
our shielding system
- We see how difficult it is to keep our LVL1 triggers sharp as a
function of Luminosity and pile-up
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Calorimeter triggers
Keeping L1 Calo rates for single non-isolated
EM clusters to 20kHz for 2 1034cm-2s-1
pushes the threshold to 45 GeV with full
efficiency only at 55 GeV

In order to improve
single-object
identification and
background rates a
Level-1 calorimeter a
trigger with higher
granularity is
envisaged
Δη x Δϕ = 0.025x0.1 to be made available for trigger
algorithms, in particular in the 2nd layer of the EM calorimeter

-> new digital electronics and trigger signal processing
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